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About PICKLES VS. THE ZOMBIES 

Pickles is two year old an indoor cat, loyal to her pet, Connor, but once the zombie start attacking and neither Con-
nor nor his parents come home Pickles sets off on a journey to find the missing pets. Along the way Pickles makes 
new friends, like a nervous raccoon and an Abyssinian feline with a streak of bad luck, hunting for any clues that 
will lead to her missing charge. With zombies, vicious birds, and trade union chipmunks, how will the indoor cat 
adapt to outdoor life with all these new threats waiting to take a bite out everyone Pickles cares about. 

About ANGELA MISRI

Angela Misri is an author and journalist of Indian descent. She was born in London, U.K. and briefly lived in Buenos 
Aires before moving to Canada in 1982. Angela is the author of the Portia Adams Adventures series and several essays 
on Sherlock Holmes. She earned her BA in English Literature from the University of Calgary and her MA in Jour-
nalism from the University of Western Ontario. As a former CBC Radio digital manager and the Digital Director at 
The Walrus, Angela is never offline (although she prefers to write long form in notebooks). Angela plays MMORPGs, 
speaks several web languages, and owns too many comic books. She currently lives in Toronto, ON.
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Curriculum

Grade 4, 5, 6 Social Studies (Heritage and Identity, People and Environments)
Grade 4, 5, 6 Language (Reading, Writing) 
Grade 4 Science and Technology (Habitats and Communities)

Student Objectives

After reading Pickles vs. the Zombies, students should be able to:

•	 Assess some key ways in which industrial development and the natural environment affect each other 
•	 Investigate some global issues of political, social, economic, and/or environmental importance, their impact on 

the global community, and responses to the issues
•	 Make inferences about texts using stated and implied ideas from the texts as evidence
•	 Identify the point of view presented in a text, citing supporting evidence from the text, and suggest some pos-

sible alternative perspectives
•	 Analyze texts and explain how specific elements in them contribute to meaning

Getting Started

•	 Discuss	what	an	apocalypse	is,	in	terms	of	both	zombies	and	an	ecological	disaster.
•	 Discuss	Mary	Shelley’s	Frankenstein it pertains to zombies.
•	 Ask	the	students	how	they	think	their	pet(s)	might	react	in	a	zombie	apocolypse.	Would	their	pet	come	looking	

for them?
•	 Discuss	survival	tactics	during	a	zombie	apocolypse.
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Discussion Questions*

1.  When Pickles refers to her tolerance for dramatic violence, saying it might be “a little messed up” (p 1), what 
 does she mean?

2. What is “the Saber”(p 17, 27, 39, 47, etc.)? What does it represent to the cats?

3.	 Ginger	doesn’t	think	animals	turn	into	zombies	after	being	bitten	(p	27).	What	evidence	is	there	to	support	his	
 theory?

4. Why does the author have Pickles commenting on what humans have created in the world? For example, “The 
 human world ws a maze of streets and lanesm lined with buildings, some tall with hundreds of windows, some 
	 squat	and	ugly,	something	that	I’d	never	given	much	thought	to	in	my	past	life	as	an	indoor	cat.”	(p	29)

5. What species of animal do you think would survive an apocalypse? Cats? Raccoons? Fearless hamsters? 

6. What is the relationship between Pickles and Hannah?

7. How does the way Pickles sees Hannah differ from the way she is actually presented?

8. How has each animal changed since the beginning of the zombie apocalypse?

9. What is an allusion and how does Pickles use them?

10. How did Pickles become so knowledgeable about literature and mythology? 

11. Why do you think the humans were planning on attacking the safe house?

 In what ways do the wild animals (Trip, Pallas, the chipmunks) act differently from the domestic animals 
 (Pickles, Wally, Emmy)? In what ways do they act the same?
 
 Which character do you relate to most? Explain.

*Page numbers are in reference to the First Edition, ISBN 978-1-77086-558-7, published in 2019.
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Classroom Activities

•	 Write a diary entry for Day Five of the zombie apocalypse from the point of view of your pet/a house pet. 
•	 Write a chapter from the point of view of Connor. How does he feel about losing Pickles for so long? How does he 

feel upon being reunited?


